
If the primary fails…
P6: If   receives a failure notification instead 

of              ,   executes 

If in P5   receives failure notification instead 
of    :

   starts       <--- failover epoch
    is promoted primary for epoch 

eb := eb+1

b

[eb, pc,Vali] ib

Int

b

ebb

b

If   crashes before sending    to  , 
    is lost!Int

Intp b

eb + 1

Failures and the 
environment

No exactly-once guarantee on outputs

On primary failure, avoid input inconsistencies
time must increase monotonically

at epoch boundaries, primary informs 
backup of value of its clock

interrupts must be delivered as a fault-free 
processor would

but interrupts can be lost...
weaken constraints on I/O interrupts

On I/O device drivers
IO1: If an I/O instruction is executed and the I/O operation 

performed, the issuing processor delivers a completion 
interrupt, unless it fails. If the processor fails, the I/O 
device continues as if the interrupt had been delivered.

IO2: An I/O device may cause an uncertain interrupt  
(indicating the operation has been terminated) to be 
delivered by the processor issuing the I/O instruction. The 
instruction could have been in progress, completed, or not 
even started.

On an uncertain interrupt, the device driver 
reissues the corresponding I/O instruction–not 
all devices though are idempotent or testable

Backup promotion 
and uncertain interrupts

P7: The backup’s VM generates an uncertain 
interrupt for each I/O operation that is 
outstanding right before the backup is 
promoted primary (at the end of the failover 
epoch)



The Hypervisor 
prototype

Supports only one VM to eliminate issues of 
address translation

Exploits unused privileged levels in HP’s    
PA-RISC architecture (HV runs at level 1)

To prevent software to detect HV, hacks one 
assembly HP-UX boot instruction 

RC in the Hypervisor
Nondeterministic ordinary instructions (Surprise!)

RC in the Hypervisor
Nondeterministic ordinary instructions (Surprise!)

TLB replacement policy non-deterministic
TLB misses handled by software
Primary and backup may execute a different 
number of instructions!

HV takes over TLB replacement

RC in the Hypervisor
Nondeterministic ordinary instructions (Surprise!)

TLB replacement policy non-deterministic
TLB misses handled by software
Primary and backup may execute a different 
number of instructions!

HV takes over TLB replacement

Optimizations
  sends     immediately
  blocks for acks only before output commit
p

p

Int
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Primary-backup: Updates

U
U U U

Transfer update

Primary-backup: Updates

Transfer state

Primary-backup: Updates

ack
ack

ack
ack

Primary-backup: Updates

Reply



Primary-backup: Queries

QReply

However...

Primary-backup: Queries

Q Primary cannot respond 
until  it has received 
ack for prior updates!

Chain replication
Van Renesse, Schneider, OSDI ’04

Chain replication
Van Renesse, Schneider, OSDI ’04

Head Tail



Head TailU

Fifo
Reliable

Reply

Chain replication: Updates
Van Renesse, Schneider, OSDI ’04

Chain replication: Queries
Van Renesse, Schneider, OSDI ’04

Head TailQ
Reply

Furthermore...

Chain replication: Queries
Van Renesse, Schneider, OSDI ’04

Head TailU
Reply

Q

Tail can respond immediately, 
without waiting for the new update

Some like it hot
Hot Backups process information from the primary 
as soon as they receive it

Cold Backups log information received from primary, 
and process it only if primary fails

Rollback Recovery implements cold backups cheaply:
the primary logs directly to stable storage the information 
needed by backups
if the primary crashes, a newly initialized process is given 
content of logs—backups are generated “on demand”



Rollback-Recovery

Uncoordinated 
Checkpointing

Easy to understand 
No synchronization overhead
Flexible

can choose when to checkpoint
To recover from a crash:

go back to last checkpoint
restart

p ⌃
⌃
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The Domino Effect

p1

p2

p3

How to Avoid 
the Domino Effect

Coordinated Checkpointing
Easy Garbage Collection
No independence
Synchronization Overhead

Communication Induced Checkpointing 
   detect dangerous communication patterns and checkpoint appropriately

Less synchronization
Less independence
Complex

The Output Commit 
Problem

Externa
l

Enviro
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Coordinated checkpoint for every 
output commit

High overhead if frequent I/O with 
external environment

Distributed Checkpointing 
at a Glance

Independent

+  Simplicity
+  Autonomy
+  Scalability
-  Domino effect



Distributed Checkpointing 
at a Glance

Coordinated

+  Consistent states
+  Good performance
+  Garbage Collection

Independent

+  Simplicity
+  Autonomy
+  Scalability
-  Domino effect -  Scalability

Distributed Checkpointing 
at a Glance

+  Consistent states
+  Autonomy
+  Scalability

Communication-
induced

Coordinated

+  Consistent states
+  Good performance
+  Garbage Collection
-  Scalability

Independent

+  Simplicity
+  Autonomy
+  Scalability
-  Domino effect -  None is true

Message Logging

Can avoid domino effect

Works with coordinated checkpoint

Works with uncoordinated checkpoint

Can reduce cost of output commit

More difficult to implement

How Message Logging Works

 To tolerate crash failures:
periodically checkpoint application state; 
log on stable storage determinants of 

non-deterministic events executed 
after checkpointed state.

 Recovery:
restore latest checkpointed state;
replay non-deterministic events according 
to determinants



Logging Message 
Determinants

Determinants for message delivery events:
    message 

receive sequence number

m = hm.dest,m.rsn,m.datai

Logging Message 
Determinants

message
Or alternatively:

Determinants for message delivery events:
    message 

receive sequence number

pointer to the data

m = hm.dest,m.rsn,m.datai

m = hm.dest,m.rsn,m.source,m.ssni
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Pessimistic Logging
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Optimistic Logging
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Optimistic Logging

m3

Logged
determinants

?

   Kills orphans during recovery
non-blocking during failure-free executions
rollback of correct processes
complex recovery 

p1

p2

p3

Message log is maintained in volatile storage at the sender.
A message m is logged in two steps:
   i)  before sending   , the sender logs its content:    is partially logged
  ii)  the receiver tells the sender the receive sequence number of   , 
and the sender adds this information to its log:    is fully logged.

Sender Based Logging

  

(Johnson and Zwaenepoel, FTCS 87)

(m.ssn,m.rsn)
(ACK,m.rsn)(m.data,m.ssn)

m

m
m

  partially loggedm   fully loggedm

p

q

m

   knows m is fully logged  q

  blocks?q



Causal Logging

No blocking in failure-free executions

No orphans

No additional messages

Tolerates multiple concurrent failures

Keeps determinant in volatile memory

Localized output commit

Log(m)

Preliminary Definitions
Given a message m sent from m.source to m.dest, 

      set of processes with a copy of the  
 determinant of m in their volatile memory

   orphan of a set C of crashed processes:
(p 62 C) ^ 9m : (Log(m) ✓ C ^ p 2 Depend(m))

⇢
p 2 P

����
_(p = m.dest) and p delivered m
_(9ep : (deliverm.dest(m) ! ep))

�

p

Depend(m)

8m : (Log(m) ✓ C) ) (Depend(m) ✓ C)

The “No-Orphans”
Consistency Condition

No orphans after crash C  if:

No orphans after any C if:

 The Consistency Condition

8m : (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m))

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))
8m : (¬stable(m) ) |Depend(m)|  1)

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))

Optimistic and Pessimistic

 Optimistic weakens it to:

 Pessimistic strengthens it to:

No orphans after crash C if:

 No orphans after any crash if:

8m : (Log(m) ✓ C) ) (Depend(m) ✓ C)

8m : (Log(m) ✓ C) ) ⌃(Depend(m) ✓ C)



Causal Message Logging

 Causal strengthens it to:

 No orphans after any crash of size at most f  if: 

8m :

✓
¬stable(m) )

✓
^(Depend(m) ✓ Log(m))
^⌃(Depend(m) = Log(m))

◆◆

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))

An Example
 Causal Logging:

If        ,   

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))

stable(m) ⌘ |Log(m)| � 2f = 1

m2

m1

m4

m3h#m1,#m2i m5h#m3i

p1

p2

p3



Consensus and
Reliable Broadcast

Broadcast
If a process sends a message   , then every process 
eventually delivers m

m

Broadcast
If a process sends a message   , then every process 
eventually delivers 

p0

p1

p2

p3

m

m

Broadcast
If a process sends a message   , then every process 
eventually delivers 

How can we adapt the spec for an environment 
where processes can fail? And what does “fail” mean?

p0

p1

p2

p3

m

m



A hierarchy of 
failure models

Crash

Arbitrary failures with
message authentication

Arbitrary (Byzantine) failures

Send Omission

General Omission

Receive Omission

benign failures

Fail-stop

Reliable Broadcast 
Validity  If the sender is correct and broadcasts a 
  message   , then all correct processes 
  eventually deliver  
Agreement  If a correct process delivers a message   ,
  then all correct processes eventually 
  deliver
Integrity  Every correct process delivers at most one 
  message, and if it delivers   , then some 
  process must have broadcast 

m

m

m

m

m

m
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